order sheet

 item

sugg.
retail €

Gekko fxs foldable recumbent trike for children and special ability use 20"/20" (GES)
Gekko fxs basic model SHIMANO Nexus Premium internal gear hub 8 speed, 135 mm 32 teeth crankset, AVID BB7

 mechanical disc brakes, EYRO lighting system, rear rack, mudguards Trikefender, pedals with heel strap and foot clamp,

4,590.00

OrthoFlex seatmesh with individual upholstery, adjustable retention belt system

Gekko fxs options extra charge
 standard colour Magma red
 single custom colour according to RAL-colour chart: ________________ (please specify)

frame / seat

 length fitting service: distance center of bottom bracket to end of main frame ____ cm


front boom quickadjust compensates extra chain length when front boom is adjusted, with quick release levers, ca. 35 cm
adjustment range, incl. adjustable length upper chain protection tube

 long handlebars 6 cm higher grip position


headrest for mesh seats adjustable in height and angle, with quick release lever

0.00
179.00
0.00
179.00
19.90
139.00

 pelvic support belt for pelvis support on HP VELOTECHNIK recumbent trikes with mesh seats, not mounted

249.00

 chest support belt for upper body support on HP VELOTECHNIK recumbent trikes with mesh seats, not mounted

249.00

 adjustable end stops allow exact positioning of the seat

14.90



19.90

rain cover for seats, Ripstop nylon fabric, blue

 drivetrain SHIMANO Nexus 8 Premium 8 speed, internal gear hub with twist shifter (basic specification)

0.00

drivetrain STURMEY ARCHER Tripleshift/27 27 speed, SHIMANO DEORE rear derailleur, MICROSHIFT / STURMEY

 ARCHER barend shifters, STURMEY ARCHER 3 speed internal gear hub, SHIMANO cassette 11-36 teeth, crankset 135 mm

99.90

crank length and 32 teeth chainring, double sided chainwheel disc

drivetrain
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 drivetrain ROHLOFF Speedhub/14 14 speed internal gear hub, black, long twist shifter




E-drive SHIMANO STEPS E5000 Nexus Di2 SHIMANO Nexus 8 speed Di2 gear hub, Li-Ion battery 418 Wh, 2 A
charger, push assist 6 km/h (4 mph) , maximum assistance speed: O 15 km/h (9 mph) O 25 km/h (16 mph)
E-drive SHIMANO STEPS EP8 ROHLOFF up to 25 km/h , ROHLOFF 14 gear interneal gear hub, Display E6100, Li-Ion
battery 418 Wh, 2 A charger, push assist 6 km/h (4 mph), only with 155mm crank
E-drive NEODRIVES Z20 with SRAM/10 up to 25 km/h (16 mph), 10-speed shift SRAM GX, Li-Ion battery 612 Wh, push
assist, reverse gear, Display position: O above handlebar O side of handlebar
big battery pack SHIMANO STEPS Li-Ionen, 630 Wh, fast charger with 4 A

4,390.00
2,890.00
399.00
24.90

 tire exchange from SCHWALBE Tryker 40 mm to Marathon Plus 47 mm

29.90



disc brakes AVID BB7 mechanical, separate brake per front wheel, children levers (basic specification)
disc brakes AVID BB7 coupled front brakes, mechanical, rear disc brake, parking brake function, lever reach not adjustable,
front brake lever: O left O right

 disc brakes TEKTRO Auriga hydraulic, separate brake per front wheel, lever reach adjustable
brakes

2,390.00

 shorter / longer cranks O 115 mm O 155 mm instead of 135 mm


0.00
99.90
149.00


 disc brakes SHIMANO XT hydraulic, separate brake per front wheel, lever reach adjustable
 parking brake SHIMANO rear wheel V-Brake with thumbshifter
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1,490.00

one-hand operation for brakes and drivetrain includes brake TEKTRO Auriga Twin front, AVID BB7 disc brake with
parking brake function rear, mounting the controls: O left O right

249.00
49.90
429.00

sugg.
retail €

Gekko fxs accessories extra charge
 lighting system rechargeable/EYRO up to 30 Lux, rechargeable headlight and sensor rearlight

0.00

lighting system SON xs-m disc dynohub/IQ-X with front and rear parking lights, SCHMIDTS ORIGINAL

 NABENDYNAMO hubdynamo, LED headlight B&M IQ-X, with daytime running lights, up to 100 Lux, rear light B&M Toplight

order sheet

 item

539.00

Flat S plus with brake light



IQ-XS lighting system for E-drive only with E-drive, LED-headlight B&M IQ-XS Premium powered by E-bike battery, up to
70 Lux, rear light B&M Toplight 2C DC

 indicator lights system WingBling only in conjunction with electric drive


99.90
599.00

pedals with heelstrap and foot clamp left and right, size range:

0.00

O 22 - 28 cm (basic specification) O 27 - 34 cm

 clipless pedals SHIMANO PD-T8000 lightweight, multi-purpose pedal for normal and SPD shoes


ergonomic pedal single sided other side pedal with heelstrap and foot clamp, mounting side of ergonomic pedal: O left O
right, size: O 20 - 28 cm O 27 - 34 cm

 ergonomic pedal left and right size: O 20 - 28 cm O 27 - 34 cm

0.00
11.90
42.90

ergonomic safety pedal single sided incl. one SPD-pedal SHIMANO PD-A530, adjustable position, joint- friendly freedom

 of movement +/- 3 degrees, other side pedal with heelstrap and foot clamp, mounting side of ergonomic safety pedal: O left

84.90

O right size: O 20 - 28 cm O 27 - 34 cm

accessories



ergonomic safety pedals left and right adjustable position, joint-friendly freedom of movement +/- 3 degrees,
size: O 20 - 28 cm O 27 - 34 cm
ergonomic pedal with lower leg fixation single sided other side pedal with heelstrap and foot clamp, mounting side of
ergonomic pedal: O left O right, size: O 20 - 28 cm O 27 - 34 cm

 ergonomic pedals with lower leg fixation left and right size: O 20 - 28 cm O 27 - 34 cm



handrest with retaining strap comfortable hand support mounted on handlebar
mounting side of handrest: O left O right
handrests left and right with one retaining strap with one retaining strap
mounting side of retaining strap: O left O right

 handrests left and right comfortable hand support, mounted on handlebar, removable cushion
 wakling aid mount single sided easy fixing and safety clip, mounting side: O left O right
 walking aid mounts left and right easy fixing and safety clip



standing-up aid support with grip for easy entry and exit from the trike, knuckle mounted, price per side, O left O right
O pair
companion bar for active steering and braking, incl. brake for companion, not compatible with standing-up aid left, limited
folding functionality, installation on left hand side

 water bottle set HP VELOTECHNIK 2x0.6 l PE-bottle with HP print, with bottle cages, mounted
 rear mirror B&M E wide view angle, easy to adjust, knuckle mounting O left O right
 rear mirror B&M E both sides left and right knuckle mounting

169.00
179.00
359.00
99.90
179.00
139.00
74.90
149.80
74.50
369.00
57.90
59.90
119.80

 rear mirror Mirrycle with barend mounting, also computer mount O left O right

49.90



99.80

rear mirror Mirrycle both sides barend mounting left and right

 flag HP VELOTECHNIK double-sided print, with reflective strip
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22.90

universal mount for accessories to be mounted on the handlebar end (for gearshifts with twist shifters) or on the barend

 shifter, Ø 22.2 mm tube holder for accessories such as mobile phone holder / GPS devices or bell, max. load 400 grams,

36.90

unmounted

 speedometer mount for computers or battery lights, incl. sensor bracket for front wheel

22.90



69.90

transport cover suitable for all folded HP VELOTECHNIK trikes, nylon fabric

Suggested retail prices in EURO including German VAT (19 %) plus shipping. Please contact your authorized HP VELOTECHNIK dealer for details and

date & signature:

customer name / your reference:
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ordering.
I hereby order the above marked items:
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